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What we will Discuss

• ESASD accident types and costs

• Accidents and Incidents - why investigate;

• Review Incident Investigation Form;

• How to investigate and determine root cause using 5 Why;

• Corrective and Preventative actions;

• Practice conducting an investigation;



ESASD Statistics 3 year Study

July 2017 thru November 2020

• 304 total claims in District

• 128 Slips, Trips and Falls
• 34 on snow/ice (10 of these at North High School)

• Over $300,000 in STF Claims at South Bus Campus

• 47 Struck By Injuries
• 39 Struck/Injured by Miscellaneous (10 of these at South High 

School and 9 of these at North High School).

• 39 Strain Injuries
• 14 of these from Lifting

• Others by Pushing/Pulling or Reaching

• 19 Cut Injuries – Misc., Hand Tools, Objects Lifted



ESASD Statistics 3 year Study

July 2017 thru November 2020

• $1,115,314 in Claims

• South Bus Garage $364,740

• Senior HS North $216,657

• Senior HS South $208,715

• Slip, Trips and Falls = $732,062 of total



ESASD Policy Year Comparison

Claims Costs

• 2017-18 Policy Year = $448,686

• 2018-19 Policy Year = $106,660

• 2019-20 Policy Year = $459,342

• 2020-21 Policy YTD = $100,629

Note .. Prior to the safety committee and school safety 

improvements, ESASD was paying $1,046,479 in direct costs for 

workers’ compensation.  A conservative estimate of indirect costs 

to the District would be 2.5 times on top of the direct costs.



COST OF ACCIDENTS

•Human Suffering

•Direct Costs

•Indirect Costs



What is an Accident?

• Any unexpected and unwanted event that results in bodily 

injury, property damage, or both.

• What is the difference between an accident and a Near 

Miss? 



What Is a Near Miss? 

“Wake up Call”

An incident may disrupt the work 

process, but does not result in injury or 

damage. It should be looked as a “wake 

up call”.  It can be thought of as the first 

of a series of events which could lead to a 

situation in which harm or damage does 

occur.  

Example of a Near Miss:  A 50 lb carton 

falls off the top shelf of a 12’ high rack and 

lands near a worker.  This event is 

unplanned, unwanted, and has the potential 

for injury.



Why Investigate?

• Prevent recurrence

• Identify real (root) causes of incidents

• Expose errors in processes/systems

• Eliminate hazards

• Decrease workers’ compensation costs

• Avoid false claims

• Show concern for employees



What is an Incident Report and 

Investigation?

Primarily...

 A systematic approach to document 

what occurred and identify the real 

causes of accidents and to prevent

their recurrence.



Purpose of Incident Investigation

• Determine exactly what happened

• Identify Potential Risks 

• Prevent  Future Accidents

• Find Causes

• Implement Corrective Actions

• Report claim information to insurance company

• Obtain Necessary Information to Minimize Cost of 

Claim
– Is there a negligent, at-fault third party?

– Did the equipment fail?



ESASD Policy for Reporting an Incident:

• Employees have the responsibility of notifying their immediate supervisor 

of any work-related incident within twenty-four (24) hours of the incident. 

• 4. Guidelines Upon notification of an incident, the immediate supervisor 

shall provide to the employee a copy of the district’s procedures regarding 

workers’ compensation claims and a list of the district’s workers’ 

compensation physicians. 

• This same information and the online tool for reporting incidents is also 

available on the district website under the “For Employees” > “Workers 

Compensation” > “Report a Claim”. 



ESASD Policy for Transitional Duty:

This policy shall apply to a District employee who meets the following conditions: 

1. Has been injured at work 

2. Is disabled as defined under the State Workers’ Compensation Act 

3. Is capable of productive work 

4. Cannot presently return to his/her pre-injury work assignment for the District with or 

without reasonable accommodations as a result of his/her work injury 

5. Is expected to be able to return to his/her pre-injury work assignment within a definite 

period of time 

6. Is receiving workers’ compensation benefits 

An employee shall not be eligible for continuation in the transitional return-to-work 

program if one (1) of the following determinations are met: 

1. Employee is not able to perform the assigned transitional duty 

2. Employee will not be able to return to his/her pre-injury assignment without 

reasonable accommodations or within a reasonable period of time. 



ESASD Policy for Investigating an Incident:

• Complete Incident Report 

within 24 hours.

– Determine Root Cause(s)

– Determine Corrective 

Action(s)

– Involve appropriate support 

group

– Take Ownership of follow up



Are you familiar with the 

investigation form and how to 

get one?





Who Should Investigate?

The Immediate Supervisor/Manager

• Accountable for people, facilities and equipment

• Most likely there when it happens

• Know the people

• Know the job, the hazards, the controls

• Will have to implement corrective measures



WHAT SHOULD OUR MINDSET BE EACH TIME WE

INVESTIGATE AN INCIDENT?

1.  All accidents are preventable.

2.  Investigate with a sense of urgency, regardless of what 

appears to be the severity or outcome of the incident.

3.  Learn something from every incident.

4.  Goal is zero lag time – better for employee and the District.

5.  Detailed enough to re-create the scene.



How to Investigate...

• Isolate the area and tend to injured employee first.

• Locate and interview witnesses.

– Interview witnesses separately.

– Determine cause not fault.

• Take pictures if possible/necessary.  360-degrees

• Analyze facts

– Cause and effect relationships

– Underlying cause



Witness interviews and statements – document!

• Put them at ease and explain purpose

• Interview location and props help

• Start with open ended questions

– What happened?  

– What did you see?

– How could this have been prevented?

• Listen and then repeat information back to clarify

• Don’t disagree with what they say

• Conclude on a positive note



Strain Injuries / Suspicious Injuries

• Be aware of what you write.

• If a cause is unknown or an opinion state it that way 

in your report.

– Ie: Employee feels pain in right wrist and attributes this 

pain to repeated use of a hole puncher.  Employee first 

noticed the pain on 2/2/20.

– NOT.. Employee hurt their right wrist from using their hole 

puncher on 2/2/20.



Direct and Indirect Causes

• Direct cause is the actual mechanism of injury.  

– Ie.. Employee was struck by vehicle in parking lot causing 

broken leg.

• Indirect cause is underlying events or conditions that 

contributed to the incident. 

– Driver couldn’t see due to sun glare;

– Vehicle brakes did not respond when driver tried to stop.



The “5 Why” Technique

• One of the simplest techniques for determining the 

Root Cause is a technique known as the “5 Why”

• The “5 Why” is a brainstorming technique that 

identifies root causes of accidents by asking WHY 

events occurred or conditions existed

• There is no magic number to asking  “Why” five 

times other than over time, it has been shown that the 

root cause can usually be found within five iterations

• First write down the specific problem. This helps you  

formalize the problem and describe it completely. 



PROBLEM STATEMENT: An employee fell off 

ladder injuring their left shoulder

• Why did the employee fall? Ladder was slippery.

• Why was the ladder slippery? Rungs were worn smooth.

• Why were the rungs worn smooth?  Ladder was old and 

worn.

• Why was an old, worn ladder still in use?  Nobody 

identified this ladder was bad.

• Why wasn’t ladder identified?  Ladder wasn’t inspected

• Other Factors?? Rushing, no 3 point contact, etc





Example- Corrective/Preventive Actions

Employee slipped off old, worn ladder

Remove bad ladder from service and  replace.

Formalize a regular inspection program for all jobsite/company 

Ladders.

CORRECTIVE

PREVENTATIVE



Lack of safety leadership

Lack of supervision

Lack of Training

Missing guard

Rules not enforced

Poor work procedures
Purchasing unsafe equipment

No follow-up/feedback

Poor safety management
Poor safety leadership

Didn’t follow procedures

Poor housekeeping

Horseplay

Ignored safety rules

Defective tools

Don’t know howNo MSDS’s

The “Accident Weed”

Hazardous

Conditions

Hazardous

Practices

Did not report hazard
Equipment failure

Root Causes



Practice Investigation

Let’s discuss this accident…..

1. What is direct cause?

2. What are some indirect 

causes?

../stairs.mpg


Click for Video

file:///C:/Users/sjwolszczenski/Desktop/Safety Committee/Mall Worker Falls Off A Ladder.mp4


Employee fell off step ladder injuring their back

• Attempt initial statement from injured person when possible.

• Interview injured employee and witnesses.

• Visit the scene with injured person and/or witnesses for more 

accurate discussion.

• Did camera catch incident?

• Need to discuss with employees who have done this work 

before?

• Is there a job procedure in place for the task?

• Verify equipment that was used.  Defective? Correct equip? 

• Other equipment available?



Problem Statement: Employee fell off Step 

Ladder and hurt lower back

• Why did employee fall off ladder? He lost his balance.

• Why did he lose his balance?  He was reaching high above his 

head and didn’t have anything to hold onto.

• Why was he reaching high above his head?  His ladder wasn’t 

tall enough to reach the work.

• Why was he using a ladder that wasn’t big enough?  This was 

the closest ladder available.

• Why was this the closest ladder available?  Etc. Etc.

5 Why



Employee fell off step ladder injuring their back

Direct Cause

• Employee fell off ladder

Indirect Causes

• Standing on top step

• Lost balance

• Nothing to hold onto

• Work was higher than 

ladder reach

• Wrong ladder for job

• Didn’t clear area beneath 

ladder

• Training

• Other?



Failing to learn from our 

mistakes is like planning to 

repeat them.

















Review

• Promptly investigate

• Utilize Incident Report and Incident Investigation 

Forms

• Don’t stop at Direct Causes – find Root Cause

• Utilize 5 Why technique

• Ensure follow up!




